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Gapping is normally understood as a construction in which the verbal head is ‘gapped’ in a coordination context. One of the questions in the study of gapping is whether other ‘gapped’ constructions have the same derivation as the well-known cases of gapping in the verbal domain (Verbal Gapping: VG). One of the unique properties of VG is so-called cross-conjunct binding (Johnson 1996/2004, McCawley 1993): a quantifier in the first conjunct can bind the subject in the second conjunct only when the verb is gapped as in (1).

(1) a. No one, will eat beans and his friend eat rice.
   b. *No one, will eat beans and his friend eat rice


A similar binding relation also exists in gapping in the nominal domain (Nominal Gapping: NG, Chaves 2005, Jackendoff 1971, Postal 2004, Yoshida 2005), which thus suggests that NG has the same type of derivation as VG, namely ATB movement under small constituent coordination (NP-coordination). In (2), for example, the head noun in the second conjunct is gapped and the genitive/possessive pronoun in the second conjunct is bound by the quantifier in the first conjunct.

(2) Not every doctor’s knowledge of tax law or his accountant’s knowledge of medicine is reliable.

However, interestingly, such a binding relation can be achieved even without the gap (3a), or even in the non-coordination context (3b).

(3) a. Not every doctor’s knowledge of tax law or his accountant’s knowledge of medicine is reliable.
   b. No parent’s attitude toward politics should bias his children’s (attitude) toward religion.

These examples show that the cross-conjunct binding does not provide us with a reliable testing ground for the structure of NG.

This leads us to question whether the derivation of NG involves ATB movement or ellipsis. Interestingly, the distribution of NG perfectly overlaps with that of NP-ellipsis (NPE): whenever NPE is licensed, NG is licensed as well. The examples in (4) illustrate that NPE and NG are both licit subsequent to possessives, all, numerals, and
superlatives and are both illicit subsequent to determiners and bare attributive adjectives.

(4) a. John read Mary’s/the shortest book of music and Bill’s/all/three/the longest/book (of poems) (as well).


The examples in (5) demonstrate that in embedded contexts, NG and NPE are both licensed.

(5) a. Mary’s book of rock music was published because Bill’s book (of heavy metal) was so successful.

b. I read Mary’s book of music and John says he read Bill’s book (of poems).

In sum, the difference between VG and NG in terms of cross-conjunct binding indicates that VG and NG are derived differently. Unlike VG, NG seems to involve ellipsis rather than ATB movement.
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